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ENGIE Insight

Waste Bill Processing & Analysis
Proactive Audits, Assured Payments.
Tracking waste service invoice data and conducting comprehensive audits to
ensure service level and billing accuracy is labor intensive, and it’s a task that
often falls outside the scope of the accounts payable department. Dealing with
billing mistakes and service level discrepancies often becomes a reactive task,
if those mistakes and discrepancies are caught at all.
•

Multi-site businesses struggle to manage numerous vendors for expense
consolidation across multiple resource categories.

•

Companies with geographically disparate sites lack visibility into total
waste costs, as some expenses are billed directly by a hauler, others by
a landlord, and still others by a municipality.

•

These large enterprises find it particularly difficult to manage GL
allocations from summarized waste hauler/broker bills.

The foundation of any successful waste management program is reliable and
timely vendor payment. ENGIE Insight leverages our decades of experience
processing millions of utility, waste and telecom bills to ensure that your
vendors are accurately compensated for their services, while relieving
administrative burden on your team.

ENGIE Insight manages waste
expenses for over 55,000
sites nationwide

Data Insights support
annual environmental &
sustainability reports

Processing waste bills
since 2001

		
Consistently Accurate Billing Data
ENGIE Insight Bill Processing & Analysis solutions draw from
data-driven insights to accurately track costs, while providing
superior outsourced accounts payable services that are
integrated across multiple resource categories including
energy, water, waste, and telecom.
But, paying waste and utility bills on time is only the
beginning —ENGIE Insight Bill Processing & Analysis captures
bills, analyzes them, fixes them, reports on them, and pays
them on time.

•

Integrated waste analysts and pre-and post-payment audits
result in the most robust audit practices in the industry

•

Continuous reporting allows accounts payable professionals
to easily communicate cost trends to key stakeholders

•

The ENGIE Insight Platform seamlessly integrates the cost
categories of waste, energy, water, and telecom resources
into one intuitive tool.

•

ENGIE Insight offers the experience of managing a waste
services portfolio that represents more than 55,000 sites
and $260 million in annual spending
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Enabling Action Through Visibility
Bill Processing & Analysis solutions from ENGIE Insight help finance,
facilities, and operations professionals make better decisions through:
•

Actionable insight. Detailed data collection and analysis uncovers the
insight that leads to more profitable decision-making.

•

Robust web reporting. The web-based ENGIE Insight Platform enables
visibility of and access to data, which facilitates the ongoing
measurement and optimization of waste spend.

•

Automated accounts payable integration. Supporting inquiries
from the field and upper management is made easier for accounting
personnel through automated integration with client accounts
payable systems.

See More
Gain visibility into the costs of
current service levels and
identify opportunities for waste
stream optimization.

Save More
Reduce waste expenses by
choosing the best waste haulers
and right-sizing individual waste
stream service levels.

Expert Guidance, Comprehensive Management
ENGIE Insight provides complete management of all Bill Processing & Analysis
tasks, allowing our clients to focus on proactively driving cost savings and
facility efficiencies. Bill Processing & Analysis provides a fully-outsourced
payment solution with detailed data capture, robust reporting, and
best-in-class analysis capabilities. These features allow ENGIE Insight and
our clientto track how each facility manages energy, water, telecom, and
waste costs and consumption, while ensuring those services continue
without interruption.

Data Insights support
annual environmental &
sustainability reports

Sustain More
Implement Zero Waste initiatives
and improve corporate responsibility
standing by reducing the amount of
material sent to landfills.

CONTACT US TODAY
1313 N Atlantic St #5000
Spokane WA 99201
800 791 7564
info.insight@engie.com
engieinsight.com

